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Krentz: Book Review. - Literatur

BOOK REVIEW

I
All /,ooh n11i~tl ;,. 1bi1 ,-rioJiul-,., H
flroe•r1 d f,0111 or 1hro•1h Cor,eo,Jia P•I,.

luhin• HoM1t1, 35'8 So•lh l•D•rsor, .;1.,....,

s,. Lo11i1 18, i\fi11011,i.

THB SBCOND BOOK OF ltfACCA.Bl!BS, ed. Solomon Zeitlin; trans. Sidney Tedesche. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954. xiii and 271 ·
pages. Cloth. Price not given.

This volume brings ro a dose rhe Dropsie College Edition of the books
of M:;accabees. Like the other volumes in rhe series it conta.im the Gn:ck
text of the oldest version, English tr.1nslarion, full inttoducrion, and complete commentary. Ir is a welcome addit.ion to the literature on Second
Maccabees and should prove helpful in college nd semin:iry courses on
the period of Jewish independence. The Greek text is reprinted fi:om
Rahlfs Septuagint of 1936. The editors, howe-.•er, do not hesit1te ro
rnnslate another text (given in their criticnl app:uarus) when the Septuagint version seems corrupt. The English rendering is generally e:asy ro
read and accurate. On page 109, however, II M cc. 1:33, ol :11:ol toY
N11:1duv should be rendered "J: ehcmiah and his followers."
A selective bibliogmphy :inJ indexes aid the render in locating specific
inform:irion. Zeitlin defends t!1e historical a.ccur:icy of the book. Ja.soa
of Cyrene, the major source, was a good historia.n. Only the Epitomist is
to be cemured for his lack of historical feeling. The letters contained ia
the book sre genuine (he.re Zeitlin goes against the general opinion of
scholanhip). The book was written in Antioch under Herod Agrippa.
i. e., A. D. 41--44 ( rhe mual view is Alexandria in the first century 8. C.).
The opinion of many scbolan that Philo"s Qaotl onmis t,robtts libu sil U
(Cohn-Wendfand 88) refers to II M:iccabees is summarily dismissed oa
pp. 29, 30, though it seems as strong a.s the view adopted by Zcitlio that
Heb. 11:36-39 refers to our book. The introduction also has e,:rensive
notes on the historic backgrouod of the rime and on the theology of
JI Maccabees.
In the seccion entitled "The Beginnings of Christianity" (pp. 86-95)
roo much that is unproved is accepted on the basis of the questionable
theory of Antiochian origin. St. Paul's arguments for the resurrectioo of
the dead in I Corinthians 15 seem to go back to the Old Testament, and
not necessarily through II Macabees. To cite the use of 'Iou6maµ6; ia
Paul (Gal. 1:13), Ignatius, and II Maccabees as proof of a com.moo place
of origin seems scarcely tenable in ao age when the suffix -10J&O; wu
ffrf productive in word formation (see, for instance, L Palmer, A G,.••
• ., of lb• Posl-Ptolnuie Pq1ri, pp. 99, 100; A. Debrunoer, Gri..
dmd» WorllnulH6Shbtt, p.154). Tarsus, a center of Greek learnior,
382
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must have had as much influence in the Pauline vocabulary as Antioch.
It scans equally questionable to identify on the basis of Hebrews 11 :36-39
Barnabas as the author of Hebrews and the people of Antioch as the
addressees. Much of the other "influence" of 11 Maccabees is just as
evanescent.
Attention may be drawn to a few other points. 1. The book dcsc:rvcd
a map, as docs any work of history. 2. The notes arc often prolix, merely
repeating the words of the translation (cf. notes to 4: 14; 6:4; 7:9; etc.).
3.
book bears traces of too rapid editorial work; for example, the
bibliography is very misleading. One would gather that the Loeb Library
is publisbccl in Leipzig (the home of the Tcubner series), that St. Hippolytus wrote the Berlin Corpus of the Greek Church Fathers, and that
Eusebius fathered the Latin De ei11i1111e Dei of St. Augustine. Modern
editors of ancient texu are too rarely n:uncd. The citation of ancient
authors is not alway consistent. At times the references arc not given or
incomplete. A mble of abbreviations would also help. A good book
could have been made beuer.
This list of complaints should not detract from the fact chat this volume
is a welcome addition co the list of scholarly works on the noncanonical
Jewish documents of antiquity, a body of literature that needs expansion.
EDGAR KRBNTZ

THB TBN COMMANDMBNTS. By Solomon Goldman; ed. Maurice
Samuel. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1956. 223 pages.
Cloth. $3.75.
Rabbi Goldman"s commentary on Exodus 19 and 20 contains not only
a survey of practically all the significant Jewish and Christian thought on
the subject, ancient and modern, but also includes significant contributions
of his own. The author wrires from the standpoint of a reverent Jewish
scholar who considers Moses one of the greatest of his people's leaders
and who views the Dec:alog as one of the Ioundacions of his faith.
While he naturally leans heavily and sympathetically on Rabbinical
sources, he is by no means uncritical of the many fantasies and extravagances in which Jewish (as well as Christian) scholars indulged in the
Middle Ages. In fact, works of this nature may well serve to emphasize
for modern Christian (and Lutheran) students how much they still may
learn from Jewish scholars (as did their predecessors in pre-Reformation
and Reformation times). Lutherans will probably take major exception
in only two theological areas: ( 1) the author's censure of the Western
Church's use of images and statuary (pp.5,,8,), and (2) his total lack
of understanding • t,ro,Pos of the problem of Law and Gospel.
The author's comments on certain radical theories concerning Moses and
the Mosaic era ( which until recently were dominant in most Biblical
scholarship) are particularly incisive. He rebels against denials of the hisroridiy of the Pentateuch and the typically Wellhausenian overemphasis
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on the propheu to the deuimcnt of the Torah. He succeed, adminbly in
delineating a development in Biblical thought without succumbing to
Wellhauscn's doc:uinaire evolutionism. Only rarely does the audw tile
with windmills. In general, he seems aware (and grateful) that most
Biblical far
Khola.rship is today
more cautious and conservative than iE was
a generation ago.
The long bibliography appended to the work is almost overwhelming
in iu comprehensiveness. le contaim not only Kores of Jewish works,

but those of nearly every denomination and Khool of Christian thought.
The only noteworthy omission seems to be some meritorious Scaadinaviaa
literature of tteent vintage.
The text is divided into (a) general and (b) textual commencary.
A useful ".index of venes" is found at the end of the: book. Occasionally
this arrangement proves a bit cumbersome, and a footnote arrangement
might have been preferable. Otherwise the book is eminently readable
excellent
and typogr:aphy.
bas
Among special points of interest we may
note especially the discussion of the four different numberings of the Tea
Commandments (concluding quire undersmndably chat "the Pbilonic,
Greek, Reformed numbering is the most logical"). Likewise we may note
the thorough IUrYCJ' of opinions on the etymology of "Sabbath."
HORACB HUMMEL

THB BOOK OP DANIEL: lNTRODucr,oN AND COMMBNTARY.
By E. W. Heaton. London: SCM Press, 1956. 251 pages. Cloch.

S3.00.
"Few books need
a commentary as much as the Book of Daniel," S&J'I
Hearon, residenriary canon of Salisbury cathedral, in introducing the reader
to
contribution to rhe Toreh Bibi• Com,m•'1lari•s. The peculiar diffiis
culties of Daniel constrain the author to devote almost half of his prcsen•
ration ( 111 pages) to a discussion of introducrory problems, in which
be sets the smge for an exposition of the text in the remaining 137 pages.
Heaton accepts and
defends the view regarding the authorship, time of
composition, and purpose of Daniel that is currently held by most Old
Teswnent Kholars. The hero of the book is nor a historical character bur
the ancient worthy mentioned in the Ras Shamra inscriptions and referred
to in Ezek.14: 14, 20 together with Noah and Job. The author of Daniel
tramporu ch.is legendary figure into the environment and the time of the
Babylonian Captivity and the Persian regime and attributes to him a series
of happeninss of th.is period tb:ir were current for some time in the form
of historical romances. furthermore, since ch.is hero did not live in the
flesh, he did not write the book chat bean his name, "111 ic is now fi.rmly
established that our author lived 400 years later than his hero" p. 28) •
The ocasion for the writing of chis historical romance wu the persecution of the Jews by the Seleucid king Antiochus Epiphanes ( l 7S-163
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B.C.). Oa the basis of criteria in the book u well u by comparison with
similar literature Heaton believes be can determine the exact dates of composition: Chapters 2-7 were written anonymously alter Antiocbus had
plundered the temple in Jerusalem in 169 B. C.1 but before iu desecration
in 167 B. C.; the remlliaing chapters were composed pseudonymously by
anocher writer some years later but before the rededication of the temple
in 164 B. C. These factors also determine the purpose of the book. "The
writer was interested not in the mysterious future as such, but in the unveiling of the present sovereignty of God"" (p. 3 7). Accordingly, ""he is
presenting what has already happened in the form of what is to happen""
and is "writing history in the future tense"" ( p. 89) . Like other historical
romances of this period, it is designed ro be a call to steadfastness in
persecution and an assurance that God's kingdom cannot be annihilated.
la bringing rhis message to contemporaries in this form the author(s ) did
nor intend to deceive the readers, since they were acquainted with similar
hisrorical romances.
evidence
Heaton marshals the
for his view in a very read:ible and lucid
scyle from Biblical as well as non-Biblical sou.recs. Most consistent is the
charge that the author of Daniel "is most wildly astray"" (p. 63) historically in his references to the remote past: Nebuchadnezz:ar, Nabonidus,
Darius the Mede, Cyrus. On the other hand, ""the writer's knowledge
increases in accuracy and
as det11il
he moves from the early to the later
part, as, that is, he approaches his own day" (p. 5 7 ).
The traditional interpretation of 'Daniel is given no voice except the
summary denial of iu validity, nor is this the place to present it except
to point our a few major considerations. Hcaton"s view of the time, authorship. and purpose of Daniel leaves some problems of interpret11tion unsolved. One of them is the vexing ""seventy years"" of Chapter 9. They
arc accounted for by periods of specific length except in the case of the
second era of "sixty-two weeks,"" where a discrepancy of 67 years is rather
blithely dismissed as an approximation. His view that the Book of Daniel
presents history rather than prophecy resulu in the following interpretation of the term Son of Man in Daniel 7: "The Son of Man is the symbol
of God"s effective rule in the world. For the Christian, the historical symbol
of God's rule in the world is the person of Christ, who himself was in
a unique way what he symbolized (p. 98). The Son of Man is therefore
a type not only of Christ, but also of his Church"" (p. 100). No one will
quarrel with Hearon's beautiful expression of his faith in God's rule, but
docs he do full justice to the New Testament presentation of the concept
of the Son of Man? A final question emerges regarding his basic approach
to the message of Daniel. He views it throughout as an expression of the
faith of the writer(s). Does iu validity and therefore its comfort derive
from the convictions of man, or is it true that "God spoke of old to our
fathen by the prophets""? Heaton
denies
the second alternative explicitly,
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at l~t to the extent that God is not speaking when Daniel in Chapter 12
"consigns the wicked to bell," because there is "no need for this hypothesis when God is all in all • • • 1 when his love has .finally conquered
and his whole creation is restored to the im ge in which it was made"
(p.247 f.).
WALTER. R. Romw
THB BFPl!CI'IVB CtrY CHURCH. Revised edition. By Murray H.
Leiffer. New York: Abingdon Press, 1955.pages.
232
$3.50.
Ootb.
There is probably more discussion of the problems of the urban church
than "concrete action toward solution. Undoubtedly most action in the
past has been to "hold the fort" or move away to the suburbs.
Tho EUa,1i110 Cit~ Ch11r,h faces the problem forthrightly. It acquaints
the reader with the patterns of city growth, the inBuence of urmni:ration
on people and the church, and methods by which the church may develop
its progr.un to reach people: in different types of city communities. The
book is concerned with the interrelations between the community and the
church to the cwofold end that the Christian message may be more adequately presented and that churches m:ay
m:ainmin
so viml a relation to
the community that they will not need to withdraw from it when popula·
tion changes.
Leiffer describes the central problem thus: "It is being driven in on
urmn ministers more and more that the church has a responsibility to
re-create the sense of community and develop the values which formerly
were found in the dependable relationships of the small town. These tend
to be lost in the incrc:1Singly mobile and impersonal city, with its dis•
organization and insecurity. The sense of community is a logical byproduct of the Christian fellowship, but it will not emerge unless people
arc brought into more intimate association than is possible in a forfflll
service of worship. The church must constitute a smble core in \\•hich
its members will find strength. Its aim must also be to help them become
maNre and adequate to make their own conuibution toward stabilizing
the urban community around them.'"

The book is designed to be useful to pastors, seminary students, and
denominational executives. It concludes with a summary of the author's
message. The burden of that message is: "The changes which arc taking
place in American cities demand that churchmen, with their broader under•
standing of the significance of urban life, must by hard thinking and careful planning fit the Christian message to the very real and somewhat
distinctive spiritual needs of city man. The future of the city, like the
future of everything else which is material, rests uncertainly in the bal·
anccs in a world of atomic power and willful or stupid men. But the
church, symbol of a power which transcends even that of the split atom,
bas and will continue to have a mission to perform until the cities crumble
and the mountains arc brought low.''
HARRY G. CoINEll
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THB VOICB OP CONSCIBNCB. By Alfred M. Rehwinkel. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1956. 173 pages plus indices. Cloth. $2.75.
The author, professor of Christian ethics :n Concordia Seminary,
St. Louis, defines conscience as "that faculty of man by which he disdnguishes between the morally right and the morally wrong, which urges
him to do tha.t which he recognizes to be right and restrains him from
doing that which he recognizes as wrong, which p:uscs judgment on his
acts and executes that judgment within his own soul" (p. 6 ) . He rejects
naturalistic theories of conscience and their famng to "distinguish between
social customs and mores and the b:uic Moral Law found in all men"
(p. 18). He interprets Rom. 2: 14, 15 as b:asic for the understanding of
a universa.l Moral L:aw and of conscience :ind quotes from ancient cultures
and religions to support the concept of univers:al Moral Law. Conscience
is described :as having obligatory, judicial, and executive functions. Erring
conscience is described, and attitudes toward war :and prejudice :arc suggested as ex:amples. The good conscience of the Christian is defined :as
stemming from obedience to the Law, particularly love. The significance
of L:aw and Gospel in relation to Christian conscience is set forth, and the
insdrution of the confessional recommended. Two chapters conclude the
book on the subject of freedom of conscience. Post-Reformation, Rom:an
Catholic, and Communist threats are discussed.
RICHARD R. CAEMMBRER

ICH BIN BUER TROBSTBR. By Hans Rottmann. Porto Alegre: Casa
Publicadora Concordia, 1956. 284 pages. Ooth. No price indicated.
This is a remarka.bly fine collection of sermons, origina.lly presented
over radio in Porto Alegre, for the Sundays of the church ye:i.r, plus
Christmas, New Year's Eve, Maundy Thursd:ay, Good Frida.y, and days
after Christm:as and Easter. The sermons employ texts of varying length,
illustrations suita.ble to a German-speaking constituency in South American surroundings, and a 15-minute forma.t. The Brazilian "Concordia
Publishing House" can be congratulated on this item.
RICHARD R. CABMMBRER
THE TIMES Tl!SI THE CHURCH. By Frederick K. Wentz. Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1956. 154 pages. $1.95.
The author is professor of historical theology at the Lutheran Theologial Seminary at Gettysburg, where he succeeded his father. The book attemprs an audit of the ga.ins of Christianity in our time as well as its set•
backs. The latter arc described as rising secularism, revolutionary ferment,
and social collectivism. The Christian church has not kept pace with the
growth of world population, but is learning a new mission approach, "the
total impact of the total church." Individual churches are showing greater
diversity but also greater unity. The forces opposing the advance of the
church exert themselves also against American Protestantism, which has
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Jost inftucnce over thesociety
power blocs that sha~
and suffers from the
a,llapse of the neighborhood u a a>mmuniry force. The current vogue for
religion
in the United States receives a pessimistic arualysis tempered by refor the resurgence of theology and worship. This is a fine book. and
the slender size and documentation do not weaken the acuteness of ia
judgments.
RJCHARD R. CABMMl!llD.
PRl!ACHING WITH POWBR. By William A. Buege. Sc.Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1956.
pages.
47 Paper. 50¢.
by the pastor of Christ Church, Minneapolis, delivered
These lectures
on the Wenchel Foundarioa at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis, reveal a
distinction founded on more than a pastor.He in one of the nation's most
beautiful church buildings. For preaching with power, it muse be the
"power of God, no less," but also "the power of God, no more." "All of
these tremendous assumnces
essentially
aretheological,
which means that
they arc God-conceived and not sense-pe«eived" (p. 20). Hence the
preacher becomes simply a tool for God while God does "through His
Word what He did initially and what He has been doing ever since"
(p. 23). These pages are vigorous in thought and glowing in expression
and should brace the preacher against the temptation to rely on more than
the Gospel to do his work.
RIOIARD R. CABMMERD
CHRIST AND YOUR JOB. By Alfred P. Klausler. St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1956. 145 pages. Paper. $1.50.
Alfred Klausler, editor, leaurer, and youth worker, presents a solution to
the predicament of modern man in a world of impersonal, secular, coldly
functional production: the Christian vocation. He develops the history of
the concept with special reference co the Lutheran Reformation, outlines
motivations for work, illustrates the casuistry of keeping the calling
Christian, discusses the opponunitics for witness in the Christian voatioa,
and takes up special problems of vocation as related to worship, giving
money, overcoming race prejudice, and Christian nurture. The book reads
well '!nd should prove helpful as a starter for discussions in the field and
u a resource for the perplexed.
RICHARD R. CABMMBRD.
WHBN THB UGHTS ARB LOW. By Henry Rische. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1957. 238 pages. Cloth. $2.50.
These essays are subtitled "Guidelines to Hean's Ease." The main title
a>mes from "Just a Song at TwilighL" Quotations from Edgar Guest,
"the plain poet of everyday life and common decency," are mingled with
a large collection of quotes from poetry and prose to "add considerable
illumination to this book." Rische, editor of This D•1 magazine, deals
with basic human emotions, desires, and despairs. They are very ttal. The
fact of God's continuing love is veryeternal
real. rightness
The
of God's
will and way are also real. The real helpfulness and appeal of th.is material
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used by the author in a small Western town was demonstrated in the
building of a large audience and of a coogrcg:ation.
The author staces that these essays were a result of an aucmpt ro avoid
•the dicha of his dogmatical vocabulary and the dried fruit of his homiletical barrel." It coul.d be noted that clichc:s develop not only on Homily
Hill but also down in Sentiment Valley, where we can still 6nd failhful old
couples loyally humming "Silver Threads Among the Gold" (p. 33) and
along Situation Street, whc:re Dr. Church can only quote from the Fathen,
but "the plain man of the cloth" from, of course, "the little village
church" opens "an old Book." But all is forgiven when the author speaks
of the "many-splintered thing called love" (p. 127).

11

GEOKGB

W. HOYER

HBLPING PAAflUl!S THROUGH THB CHURCH: A SYMPOSIUM
ON FAMILY UPI! EDUCATION. Edited by Oscar E. Feucht.
St.Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1957.pages.
344
Ootb.

$3.50.
As the tide indicates, this book is a tool oJfered ro pastors, teachers, and
· all who have a part in religious education work and wish to assist Christian
families in solving the many problems confronting the modern home.
Besides the editor, 15 writers who have specialized in certain departments
contributed
have
to chis storehouse of useful information and suggestions
for the strengthening of che Christian home.
The book comprises six pans. The first, containing four chapters, deals
primarily with the Christian family a.s such. The second, likewise con•
taining four chapters, deals with the needs of the modern family. Theo
follow eight chapters on the church and family guidance, seven chapters
oa family counseling, and five on various methods of helping families in
their needs. Pan Vl offers various printed and visual aids for this •'Ork.
In tbe main, this is a very useful book, which should be appreciated and
eagerly used by those for whom it is intended. ln our opinion, however,
the material offered on mixed marriages and divorce counseling should
have been more detailed. Unless one is already well at home in these areas,
he will more
need help than
is offered here.
O. E. SOHN
HOMOSEXUALITY AND THB WBSTERN CHRISTIAN TRADITION. By Derrick Sherwin Bailey. New York: Longmans, Green
and Co., 1955. 176 pages. Coch. $3.50.
The attitude of the church and state toward homosexuality is traced
io very scholarly fashion from Scripture through the development of legal
codes. The author, an
claims that the contemporary
hanh attitude toward homosexual offenses is not 10 much a reftection of
the church's traditional attitude u a result of the laws originally set up
in pagan cultures
adopted
and through
the centuries by governWestern

Anglican

ments.

This approach is worth studying for anyone who has wondered whether
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me approaches of the church and of the state are as valid as they should be.
The 11uthor holds that .n:study would open the way for more humane
ueaunenr of homosexuials.
K. H. Buwma
A CHRISTIAN IN POLITICS: LlFrHBR W. YOUNGDAHL-A Stor,
oJ • Chri11i111111 F•ilb •I War.fr in • Moda,11 11'/orld. By Rohen
Esbjornson. Mioocapolis: T. S. Denison & Company, c. 1955. 384
pages. Cloth. $3.50.
The famous Lutheran governor 11nd judge here receives extended 11nd
sympathetic trcatment. Important is the ch:apter "'Christi:anity in Minnesota Politics -An EVllluation," which seeks to avoid oversimplifications.
An analysis of the churches in politics and an appendix including the
Lattimore decision conclude the book. This is useful reading for a young
Christian man contemplating a political career.
R.
RICHARD
CAEMMEREI.
J\fY SBRAION NOTES: A Sal11,1io11 Jrom Outli11t11 of Diseo1trs111 D1/it,.
11r,,J. 1111h11 J\1111,opoli11111 T•b11rn11ela. By Ch:irl s H. Spurgeon. West•
wood, N.J.: Fleming H. Revell Company. xvi and 1,067 pages.

Ooth. $4.95.
Spurgeon published these notes in 1884 llS amplifications of the saacy
oudincs on which he based his sermons. They illustrate his fcnile imagi•
niation 11nd sometimes casual use of his texts. RICHARD R. CAEM.MBllEJl
CASEBOOK ON Cl.lf.SSROOM TBACfllNG. By B. P. Brodinsky. New
London: Arthur C. Croft Publie11tions, 1955. 46 pages. Paper.

$1.00.
l.BADBRSHIP AND MORA.LB. By Daniel R. Davies and Kenneth F.
Herrold. New London: Anhur C. Croft Publications, 1955. 55 pages.
Paper. $2.50.
l.BADBRSHIP IN ACTION. By Daniel R. Davies and Kenneth P. Her•
rold. New London: Arthur C. Croft Publications, 1954. 54 pages.
Paper• . $2.50.
MAKB YOUR STAFP MBBTINGS COUNT. By Daniel R. Davies aacl
Kenneth P. Herrold. New London: Arthur C. Croft Publications.
1954. 59 pages. Paper. $2.50.
MY GROUP AND I. By Gordon L Lippitt 11nd W11rren H. Schmidt.
New London: Arthur C. Croft Publications, 1952. 24 pages. Paper.

$ .75.
PORTPOUO OP TBA.CHING TBCHNIQUBS, No. 2, ed. Joseph Mer•
sand. New London: Arthur C. Croft Publicatiom, 1955. 48 pages.
Paper. $ .75.
PROBLEM SOLVING FOR THB BXBClFrIVB. By Daniel R. DaYies
and Kenneth F. Herrold. New London: Arthur C. Croft Publia·
tiom, 1955. 44 pages. Paper.
$2.50.
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THE ADltflNISTRATOR AS CONSULTANT. By Daniel R. Davies and
Kenneth F. Herrold. New London: Anhur C. Croft Publications,
1955. 54 pages. Paper. $2.50.
WHEN YOUR SCHOOL BOARD MBE:rS. By Daniel R. Davies and
Kenneth F. Herrold. New London: Anhur C. Croft Publications,
1955. 44 pages. Paper. $2.50.
While not specifically designed for parish administration, these manuals
will be very helpful to a pastor or any officer of a congregation who is
interested in developing effective administrative procedures. They arc
especi:ally valuable for group study by a board or a staff of workers.
Although the price may seem a bit high, the pages measure 8 ~ X 11 and
contain much material in easily legible form.
ALPRED 0. FUERBRINGER
CHILDRBN'S STORY SERMONS FOR TODAY. By Joseph James
Murray. Richmond: John Knox Press, 1945. 151 pages. Cloth.

$1.50.
Pastors today arc responsible for the spiritual life of more children
than ever before in the church's history. This pastor of the Presbyterian
Church in Lexington, Va., talks to his children in words that must have
made them realize they were men and women of God. Stories there arc
here, but not for their own sake. They are used to develop messages from
God and the Bible. They are not talked down to the children - even
the reading of the messages uplifts. The sermons do not bring all the
counsel of God, and few of the texts are deeply significant, but what
is said here, and the way it is said, will be helpful to pastors of children.
GEORGE W. HOYER

PERSONAL BVANGBLISM. By J. C. Macaulay and Robert H. Belton.
Chicago: Moody Press, 1956. 255 pages. Cloth. $3.25.
The authors, both instruaors in evangelism at Moody Bible Institute,
have written one of the best books available today in the field of personal
evangelism and Christian witnessing. Pastors and teachers will find it
valuable as they prepare training courses for soul-winning groups in
congregations. The approach is Biblical, sane, and balanced. Think of
whatever abuse you will of the Biblical concept of evangelism, and you will
find the authors pointing out the same abuses and carefully avoiding the
pitfalls themselves.
The twenty-four chapters are short but cover almost every area of this
topic, with a happy blending of theology and techniques. The outline
stands out in italics. The indexes are complete. The style is simple and
direa; the tone is warm and zealous. Here are two men who know the
Bible and the application of its principles to the lives of men and
women today.
AR111UR M. VINCENT
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DAS GBSCHICHTSVl!RSTABNDNIS DBS MARKUS-BVANGBLIUMS.

By James M. Robimon. Zurich: Zwingli-Verlag, 1956. 104 pages
with three indexes. Paper. $2.00.
This volume is concerned with the question of the nature of hist0ry
as this concept is found and used by the second evangelist. The author
comes to the conclusion that Mark's understanding of history is an eschatological one and that a gigantic conflict of cosmic proportions began at the
time of Jesus' baptism. The time between the resurrection and the
parousia is a period during which this conRict is being waged toward
iu conclusion, the victory of the Son of M:in over all His enemies. History, then, consisu of action and reaction bct"·een two mighty powen
th:it are in mortal combat with each other. In the Gospel of Mark, therefore, salvation is presented as particip:uion in this b:itde on the side of
God. This thesis is the basis for the somewhat comprehensive study of
the whole Second Gospel presented in this volume. It is a book well wonb
working through. One's appreciation of the Gospel According to St. Mark
will be greatly increased by a study of this work by one of the foremost
New Testament exegctes of America.
MARTIN H. SCHARLBMANN
TEX:t'BS RABBINIQUES DBS DEUX PREMIERS SIECLES CHRETIENS
POUR SERVIR A L'INTELLIGBNCB DU NOUVEAU TESTAMBNT. By Joseph Bonsirven. Rome: Pontificio Instituto Biblic:o,
xi and 804 pages. Paper. $7.50.
1955.

The author bu translated, with short introductions, m:iterial from
rabbinical liter:iture of the first two centuries. Such collections or wns•
lations of rabbinic mi:uerials are not unusual. Wh:it justifies a new
wlume, therefore, must be an advance in usability over previous collections. In this edition that advance lies in the full indexes. The book
an be used in four w:iys: 1. It is :ur:ingcd in such a way th:it one an
read it consecutively and thus gain an :ipprcciation of r:ibbinic sryle and
thought. 2. The subject index allows one to find the thought of the
period on a specific topic; e.g., there isa half column of references under
''Divorce." 3. By using the second index one can find any OT passage
commented on or referred to. Used in this way the volume aids in an
undemanding of rabbinical hermeneutics and exegesis. 4. The third
index listS p:i.ssages in which rabbinic thought either approaches specific
passages in the NT or contrastS with them. It thus gives the direct Jewish
context to NT thought.
It is easy to see that an understanding we of the materials provided
bcrc can be a key to the better understanding of both the Old and the
New Covenant. We hope that an English edition of this book may
appear in the future.
EDG.U KuNTz
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Pl.A.TO: THB MAN AND HIS WORK. By A. E. Taylor. New York:
Meridian Books, 1956. :ir:i and 562 pages. Paper. $1.95.

A DICTIONARY OP CLASSICAL ANTIQUITIES: MYTHOLOGY,
RBLIGION, LITERATURB, ART. By Oskar Seyffan, revised and
edited by Henry Nettleship and J. E. Sandys. New York: Meridian
Books, 1956. vi and 716 pages. Illustrated. Paper. $1.95.
The reading public h:ls the obligation to con6rm Meridian Books' faith
in iL They have reprinted two standard works at a cost of about 20 or
35 per cent of the original editions. Taylor's Pl,110 is generally regarded
as
scandard synoptic work in English, giving an overview of his life
he
and thought. It is still a good staning point for an understanding of
Platonic philosophy. Seyffart's classical dictionary provides authoritative
inform:ation on the literature, life, and manners of antiquity. Both volumes
additions
are good
to a well-rounded library.
EDGAR KRENTZ
DAS TOBINGER Sl'IFT: 1770-1950. By Martin Leube. Stuttgart:
P. F. Steinkopf-Verlag, 1954. viii and 732 pages. Cloth. Price not
given.
Dr. I.cube h:ls completed his history of the Tiibinge, Sli/1 with this third
volume in the series. The 6m part, which appeared in 1921, told the
srory of the years 1536 to 1680; the second part, completed in 1930, of
those from 1680 to 1770. The last two centuries, 1770-1950, are told
in the present volume. It was a labor of love. performed with scholarly
care and exactness.
The momentous events of European history form the background of
the story. Napoleon and Bismarck, Wilhelm II and Adolph Hitler belong
to that background. The internal events, of course. are treated more fully.
The outstanding leaders and personalities are depiaed. Especially valuable
is the chapter which deals with the course of study in the nineteenth
century. Philosophy, philology, history, mathematia, theology (Old Tesramenr, New Testament, systematia, church histo.ry, practical theology),
and music made up the curriculum.
Those who wish to make a specialized study of theological training in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in Germany will find this work
a vcriuble gold mine of information.
CARL S. MEYER
DEN UNGB ZINZBNDORFS TEOLOGI. By Leiv Aalen. Oslo: Lutherstiftelsem Forlag, 1952. 366 pages. Paper. 23 Norwegian crowns.
Strongly confessional Leiv Aalen of the University of Oslo is by all
odds one of Norway's most brilliant and capable Lutheran theologi11ns.
In the present work he makes a signi6cant contribution to the growing
body of literature about Count-Bishop Nicholas Louis von Zinzendorf und
Pottendorf, under whose patronage and leadership the moribund U11il•1
F,111,11m rook a new lease on life, by outlining the forces that
through
aJfeaed
thcoloBY
his mid-thirties. What ii possibly even
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more import:ant, Aalcn has provided important new historical and syscanthe role of "Nco-Protcsmnrism (11yt,ro11sl11'111is111n)• u
"the domimat factor ia the theological problemaria of the recent pat"
(p. 11) in view of Zinzeadorfs influence on Friedrich Schlciermachcr.
AAlcn's learning is profound. His familiarity with the primary sources
and the related litenaNre is reflected by his 28-page bibliography. Hit
documentation is careful, and his Norwegian - happily- is within rhc
reach even of rhe nonexpert. This admirable inquiry is indispensable nor
only for those who have a direct concern with Zinzc:ndorf and the
Moravian Church but also for theologians and church historians wirh
a more general interest in Pietism and in the development of contemporary
Protestant theological patterns.
ARnlUR CARL PIEPKOJlN

THB IDIM OP REVELATION IN RECBNT THOUGHT. By John
Baillie. New York: Columbia University Press, 1956. 152 pages.
$3.00.
The author shows how far many theologians, himself included, have
departed from the Biblical principle of so/11 S«it,111r11. At the sune rime
be demonstrates what happens to the so/11 1r111i11 and the so/11 fitl, where
the so£. Sm,111r11 has been surrendered.
L W.SPITZ

THB NBW TBSTAMBNT AND RABBINIC JUDAISM. By David
Daube. London: The Athlone Press, 1956.indn:cs.
p:iges,
444
twO
Cloth. $9.00.
This volume is one of a growing number of detailed discussions of

the many echoes of rabbinic theology found in the New Testament. The
primary source book for such information is, of course, still the com•
mentary by Strack and Billerbeck. This volume has its value in rhat ir
expands on a good many insights found in that commentary. The narurc
of the materials presented in this volume possibly c:in be best seen in
the light of the author's explanarion of the significance of the disciples
sleeping during the time of our Lord's stn1ggle in Gethsemane. He uys:
"For a proper understanding of the ·scene, it is necessary to consider
a rule transmitted by Jose ben H:alaphta, to the effect that if some mCJD•
bers of a Passover company doze, the meal may be resumed again, but
if they fall into deep sleep, it may not be resumed again." (p. 333)
This book is not easy reading; and yet it is very rewarding for anyone
who will take the timeconsider
to
all the many details presented in it.
Under any circumsuaccs, this volume is a strong reminder of the fla
that the New Tesumeat
the
fully understood
cannot excepc
be
in
light of
the religious thought and practices of Jesus' day. There is much hcie
tmt throws light on a good many passages in the Gospels.
MARTIN H. ScHAllLBMANN
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STUDIES IN THB BOOK OP JONAH. By James Hardee Kennedy.
Nashville: Broadman Press, c. 1956. xiii and 104 pages. Ooth.

$1.75.
Kennedy is professor of Old Testament and Hebrew at the New
Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. He presents · a conservative exposition of the four chapters of Jonah which has distinct evangelistic overtones. The critical problems of authorship and content are dealt with
from the same point of view. The main purpose of the Book of Jonah
is a pormiyal of God's providential concern for :di men and its corollary,
man's missionary duty to his fellow man. .
W.R. ROEHRS

ROMAN SOCIT!I'Y PROM NBRO TO MARCUS AURBUUS. By Samand 639
uel Dill. New York: Meridian Books, 1956. xxiipages.
Paper. $1.95.
Those interested in early church history will welcome this reprint
of a standard work on the social and religious life of the early Roman
Empire - and that at a most reasonable price. Careful reading of this
book (which ought to be a p:irt of every course on the New Testament
era) will aid much in understanding the problems of the early church.
EDGAR M. KRENTZ

THI!. CHURCH TBACHHS: DOCUMP.NTS OP THB CHURCH IN
ENGLISH TRANSLATION. Translated and edited by John F.
Clarkson, John H. Edwards, William J. Kelly, and John J. Welch.
St. Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 19SS. xiv and 400 pages. Cloth.

$S.75.
Four Jesuit priests of St. Mary's College, St. Marys, Kam., have prepared this volume as a textbook which will give the Roman Catholic
smdent of college-level theology a firsthand acquaintance with the most
frequently used and most important pronouncements of the church. The
immediate source is the 29th edition of Denzinger's P.•ehiritlion ,,,,..
bolo,11111. From the Catholic Creeds to the encyclicals and allocutions of
Pius XII, significant statements of pre-Reform:i.rion Catholic and Western
theolo.v and of post-Tridentinc Roman Catholicism are marshaled under
various dogmatic heads: revelation, faith and reason; tradition and Holy
Scripture; the church; the Triune God; God the Creator and Sanctifier; the
Incarnation and redemption; grace; the sacraments; and the last things.
While it is less complete than the new English translation of the 30th edition of Deozingcr, Lutherans will find it useful primarily as an exceptionally
authoritative English exposition of Romm Catholic teaching; it will also
prove useful as a convenient source book for translations of pre-Reform•
tion doctrinal definitions that have helped to determine the theological
formulations of the Church of the Augsburg Confession.
ARTHUB. CARL PIBPltOJlN
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THB MAKING OP BUROPB: AN INTRODUCI'ION TO THB HISTORY OP EUROPEAN UNITY. By Christopher Dawson. New
York: Meridian Books, 1956. 274 pages. plus 16 full-page illusuations. Paper. $J.35.
PuJly deserving of the broader circul:ttion th:it it will receive in the
present durable paper-back edition is the perceptive inquiry which the
distinguished author of R•ligio• 11n1J lh• Ris• of W •slorn C11IINrt1 underwccs. He inquires into the historical process from which modern Europe
was already beginning to emerge when "the long winter of the Dark
Ages" reached its end. Solid historical Je:uning is combined with apt
Enslish style as he describes the fall of the \~est, the ascendancy of
Byzantium, the rise of Islam. the Eastern ren:iissancc, and the forces thac
formed the eorP•s ChriS1i111111m and forged the emerging medieval unity
that was to become Europe. Here is everything th:it the 1952 reprinting
of the 1932 original offered - text, i1Jlustr11tions. notes, index - save
only the bibliography that a quarter of a century has rendered obsolesceDL
ARTHUR CARL PIEPKOllN

MODBRN RIVALS TO CHRISTIAN FAITH. By Cornelius Loew.
Philadelphia: The Westminster Press. 1956. 95 pages. Cloth. $1.00.
This book is the first in the series of the l..Ayman's Th•ologie11l Libr"'1,
which has as its purpose to stimul11te theological thinking among the
laity. Loew :analyzes subtle forms of idol:itry, such as reverence for science,
democracy. nationalism, the slogan "Return to Religion," man-centered
idolatry within the church. "making the most of yourself." The positive
clement of the book may be summarized in the sentence: "All men arc
111mmoned to turn from their self-centered ways, to accept the forgiveness and reconciliation with God made po sible in Christ and to give
chcmsclvcs to a new life whose chief ch:ir:icteristk will be the prcscncc
of Christ within them (as God's Holy Spirit) u II power for rightcousacss" ( p. 87). The book is influenced by liter11ry criticism of the New
TcstlllDcnt (p. n)
o.s authority ''the Bible and Christian
ERWIN L LUBKD
tradition."
MORMONISM. By Einar Anderson. Chicago: Moody Press, 1956.
32 pages. Paper. 25 cents.
This is the testimony of a former Mormon who was led by the grace
of God to sec the soul-destroying error of Mormonism.
LW.SPITZ

PROM BRAHMA TO CHRIST. Edited by L:akshmib:ai Tilak. New York:
Association Press, c.1956. Paper. 91 pages. $1.25 .
.This volume, another in the World Christian Books series, is the edited
and condensed biography of that fascinating and deeply spiritual Brahman
as edited by his wife. Tilak died in 1919,
COnffff, Narayan Waman
and Iabbmibai T"tlak fuse issued_the biography in 1935. While me book
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is DCX beyond the average layman, paston who want to refresh their
world vision of Christ's church will find it panicul rly rcw:arding. The
problems of high-caste conversion and the deeply sacrific.ial life that followed arc described simply and yet movingly. Even though the Christ
mpscicism is sometimes st:mling, many will find Tilak's hymns. beautifully
Christian, beautifully Indian. most stimulating. These were Tilak's last
words to the missionaries: "Cease co be fathers and mothers, be real
brothen and sisters. Know how to appreciate, trust people, and take
the place of India's revered saints." (p. 83)
HENRY W. RBIMANN
RBTHINKING THB CHRISTIAN AfBSSII.GB. By W. Norman Pittenger. Greenwich: Seabury Press, 1956. 147 pages. $3.25.
Pinenger SUB8C5ts rethinking the Christian message with a view to
eliminating theological terms which arc. he thinks. no longer meaningful
to the :i.vemge man or wol'Dlln. \Vords like inc•rn•lian, •tan11m11n1,
ttt11m111io11,
i•1ti/iutian1 1an,ti/iutio11, and the like, he says, have
tin,
lost for our contemporaries that wealth of association which they had
for Christians of another d:i.y.
It is quite obvious, however, that for Pittenger this is not merely
• problem of semantics but one of theology. For him the doctrines which
these words at one time expressed are obsolete. Modern man's advancement in knowledge of the universe h:is m:ide them so. Christi:inity must
be made palatable to modern man. Accordingly Pinenger reduces it to
a level of "saving experiences," wherever they
be m:iy
found, under
whatever religious name. or through whatever secular incognito.
We must indeed proclaim the Gospel in language which man can
understand, but which nevertheless presents t.ruths that are an offense to
unresenerate man. ( 1 Cor. 2: 14)
L W. SPITZ
GOTr 1ST GEGBNW11.ERTIG: EINB AUSW11.HL II.US DBN
SCHRIFTBN GBRHARD TERSTBEGBNS. Edited by Ferdinand
WeinhandL Stuttgart: J. F. Steinkopf, 1955. 144 pages. Boards.
OM 2.<10.
for those who can read German this anthology of the treatises, hymns.
and letters of Gerhard Tcmeegen (1697-1769) is an excellent introduction to the thought of the distinguished Reformed lay mystic and
hymnwriter. (The hymn the opening line of which gAVe Weinhandl the
title for the present work is No. 4 in Th• LN1hw•11 H1mnal.) A little
over a third of the volume is inuoduaory material of a biosraphical
and analytic kind. Weinhandl suesses Tersceegen's central thought, the
presence of God; his lifelong opposition to false kinds of mysticism and
quietism; and the significance of the concepts Eindr11el:. B•tr•eh1111111, and
B•se"-"""I• The materials presented indicate a higher regard for the
Sac.red Scriptures and a suonger Christological orientation than one finds.
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say, in Meister Eckhard or in Brother l.:lwrence. They also reveal the
fund:unental defect of Tenteegen'1 docuine, almost inevitable, considering
his Reformed baclcgrouad and the individualistic spiritual climate of the
age in which he lived; namely histhe
uns:u:r.amental obliviousness to
fut
that God does not impart the Holy Ghost immediately.
ARTHUR CARL PJBPKORN

THB PRAYBRS OP SUSANNA WBSLBY. Edited by \V/. L Doughty.
New York: Philosophical Library, 1956. 63 pages. Cloth. $2.50.
Pony meditations -most of them brief- by the mother of John
and Charles Wesley, recast in prayer form, shed light on the faith, the
piety, the self-discipline, and the strength of character of II remarkable
Christian woman. Although she is remembered for her rv.-o sons, she
deserves grateful attention for her own sake.
ARTHUR CARL PI.EPKOJlN

BOOKS RECEIVED
(The mention of a book in this list acknowledges iu receipt and does aor

a further discussion of its contents in the Book Review section.)

Th11 Us11 of /tf,11ie ;,, Chrisli11,1 l1duca1io11. By Vivian Sharp Morscb.

hiladelphia: Westminster

Press, 1956. 171 pages. Cloth. $3.00.

Th111 Mel 111 C11l1111r1, By W. E. S:lngster. Nashville: Abingdon Press,
1956. 111 pages. Ooth. $2.00.

D111 ls D11wnir,~: Th11 Star, of Bishop 0110 DibcliNs, ed. Fred D.
Wentzel. Philadelphia:
Christian
The Education Press, 1956.
xv+222
Ooth. $3.50.
With H1111r1s Upli/led. By Clifford Ansgar Nel on, Rock Island: Augustana Press, 1956. xi+200 pages. Cloth. $2.75.
H11br11w ld11n: How H11 Lool,.ctl, Li11ed, and ThoNghl (D11r H11brii1el»
MMsch). By Ludwig Kobler; trans. Peter R. Ackroyd. NashvHle: Abing•
don Press, 1956. 160 pages. Cloth. $2.50.
Co••1111ism 1111tl. Chris1i11ni11. By M11rtio d'Arcy. Baltimore: Pensuia
Boob, 1956. 191 pages. Paper. 65 cents.
Pr11eliul S111tly M,1botls for S1ttJ,n1 antl P11slor. By Donald P. Rossin
and Palmer Ruschke. Chicago: T. S. Denison & Company, 1956. 176
pages. Ooth. $5.00.
Th• Bnl Worltl: A Chrislin Bx11min11lion of Bilsl-Wosl T.,,sioffs,

By J. V. Langmead Casserley. New York: Oxford University Press, 1955.
ix+286 pages. Ooth.
P11r11/,l,s of 1h11 M11s111r. By Henrietta Schmandt. New York: Vantage
Press, 1956. 82 pages. Paper. $2.SO.

Th• Ch•reh f o, •h• N11w A1•: A
on Diss11r1111ion
Ch•reh
Christopher Glover.
York: New
Exposition
Ooth. $4.00.

Ut1i11. By

Press, 1956. xiv+205 paga.
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A B•sinessman
Clarence
Liberal
Lool,s 111
Aris.
1h11
By
B. Randall.
White Plains: The Fund for Adult Education, 195i viii+44 pages.
Paper. Free.
M1Ji1111i111 Iha Gospels. By Emeric Lawrence. Collegeville: The Lit11rgial Press, 1957. xxiii+460 pages. Cloth. No price given.
The Bt,istle of ]t1111as: A,, lntrodnt:tio,i 1111d Comm,111t1r,. By R. V. G.
Tasker. Grand Rapids: Wm. n. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1956. 144
pages. Cloth. $2.00.
The Bt,islles of Panl lo tho Thossalonians: A.n ln1rod11t:lion , 11,u/
Com111,n111r,. By Leon Morris. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1957. 152 pages. Cloth. $2.00.
The 1'111Jus1ri11l Slrtlt:lttra of A111erit:11n CititJs: A GtJographit: Study of
Urblln l!co11omy ;,,. tht1 U11i1adStates.
By Gunnar Alc:xandcrsson. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1956. 134 pages. Cloth. -$6.50. ar
Mt1ster A.lt:11ill, Liturgisl: A Parl11 of O1'r Pialy. By Gerald Ellard.
Chicago: Loyola University Press, 1956. xiii+266 pages. Cloth. $4.00.
A Sn,1111 of the Old Tt>-.1l11,na111: 11 College Te:>:1 for Old T11s111me111
StN,ly. By W. W. Sloan. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1957. 336 pages.
Ooth. $3.50.
The Li/tJ of Ma11 1oilh God. By Thomas Verner Moore. New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1957. xiv+402
$3.95.
pages. Coth.
F11n1il1 Life So11r,ebool:. Compiled by Oliver E. Byrd. Stanford: Stan·
ford University Press, 1956. ix+371 pages. Cloth. $7.50.
Hori:0111 /or Olde, People. By George Glcoson. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1956. xi+l37 pages. Cloth. $2.95.
An ll11rotl1"1io,i 10 S1mboli, Logie. By Susanne K. Langer. Second
edition. New York: Dover Publications, 1953. 367 pages. Paper. $1.75.
\Villiam By
H. Leach.
The UstJ of C1111dles ;,,, Christian Fellowship.
Revised edition. New York: Goodenough and Woglom Company, 1943.
55 pages. Cloth. $1.25.
•ntl Comm1'nity ;,,
Cb11rt:h
1he Sou1h. By Gordon W. Blackwell, Lee
H. Brooks, and S. H. Hobbs, Jr. Richmond: John Knox Press, 1949.
xii+416 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
Raligionsg1scbich1lit:hes Ht1ndb11t:b /iir Jen Rt111m
11l1chris1lit:b1n
Umw,/1. By Karl Priimm. Rome: Pipsdiches Bibelinstiwr, 1954. xvi+
921 pages. Paper. 5,000 lire. ed. Gerhard
Die Kittel and
R11bbir1isch,
1!.rste Rt1iht1:
Tos11/111,
Texte,
Karl Heinrich Rengsrorf. Volume 1: St1tl1r Ser11i111; Fasde 1: Ber.Ji.of.
By Eduard Lohse, Gunther Schlichting, and othen. Swttgan:: W. Kohlhammer Verlag, 1956. 64 pages. Paper. OM 6.-.
Th, Theology of C11l11in (Di, Th,ologie Ct1lt1ins). By Wilhelm Niesel;
trans. Harold Knight. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1956. 254
Coth.
pages.
$4.00.
Tb, Prir,1111 Der,olions of L,,nc,lol AnJr,ws, ed. Thomas S. Kepler.
New York: The World Publishing Company, 1956. xxxii+208 pages.
Ooth. $1.50.

d,,
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Th. Britl1•: A Yt111rl,ool, of J•u110-Chrislin S111tlios, ed. John M.
Oesterreichcr. Volume IL New York: Pantheon Books, 1956. 357 pap.
Cloth.
$3.9,.
Prol,/.,,,.s of Amniu,, Soa•'1: V•l••s ;,. Cott/liel. By John F. Cuber,
Rohen A. Harper, and William F. Kenkel. Third edition. New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1956.
510 xviii+
pages.
Cloth. $5.50.
TorlMlli,m's Trt1111is• on lb• ltte11rn111io,., ed. Ernest Evans. New York:
The M11e111illan Company, 1956. xliii+ 197 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
How lo Bo • H11pp7 Cbrislit1n. By J. Nieboer. North East: Our Daily
Walk Publi1her1, 1955. 175 pages. Cloth. $2.75.
C11so Hislori,s fro,r1, 1bo Pilos of Dr. LNl:o. By Paul N. Varner. Columbus: The Wartburg Press, 1957. 154 pages. Cloth. $2.50.
Tho Tr11P1sform111ion of Nlll•r• ;,, Ari: Tbt1orios of Ari ;,. l11tli1111,
Cbi,.oso, 111111 E11ropr1111 l,f,dio1111l
By An:anda K. Coom:maswamy.
Ari.
New York: Dover Publications, 1956. 245 pages. Paper. $1.7S.
&,I, i.,;,. Tb110loi,:
Ambros•
So/oaions, from TorlMllian, c, pri1111,
""'
]0,01110, ed. by S. L Grcenslade. Philadelphia:
Westminster
The
Press,
Cloth. $5.00.
WHI
M111 Bo: Th• H11mn Sitlo of Sein,e,, By George Russell
Harrison. New York: William Morrow and Company, 1956. 278 pages.
Cloth. $4.00.
Conf11ei11s. By Shigeki Kaizuk:a; trans. from the Japanese by Geo.ffrey
Bownas. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1956. 192 pages. Cloth.
$3.00.
Trr11s11ry of Pr111n1, Abritlg,,J. Revised edition. St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1956. 134 pages. Cloth. $1.00. A slightly revised
28th reprinting of a perennial favorite among prayer books.
Tho Pllllorn of A.111bori'1, By Bernard Ramm. Grand Rapids: Wm. D.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1957. 117 pages. Paper. $1.50.
,A,,.ai•g Do114 So• Sero/ls
1bo Chrisli11n P11i1b. By \Villiam Sanford
I.a Sor. Chicago: Moody Press, 1956. 251 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Di• n•,,,g•lisebo• Kirehenortln1111gon dos XVI. J11hrhN11dt1r11, ed. Emil
Sehling. Volume 6. Niodns11ebso•: Die lfl'•lfoseho11 Ltmdo. Tubingen:
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